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Building Machines
• We are interested in finding a function (a machine), 

by using some observed data 

• We want the function to fit well new data  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Knowledge-Based Approach
• List of all the knowledge and formal rules 
‣ works for games and simple systems 
‣ leads to a combinatorial problem 
‣ not general (often we do not know the rules)  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Machine Learning
• The machine automatically learns from examples 
‣ machine learning 
‣ no need to identify and explain rules  
‣ general and flexible  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Features
• Machines solve tasks/decisions by using the 

provided information (data) 

• Data is often encoded into more focused relevant 
information (features) to simplify the decision  
 

• Features can be hand-made/encoded 

• Operators often do not know the optimal features 
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Representation Learning
• Features or, more in general, an internal 

representation or a hierarchy of concepts should 
be learned automatically 

• The internal representation should separate all 
factors of variation (i.e., concepts that summarize 
important variation of the data)  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Distributed Representation
• Use many features to represent data and each feature 

should handle multiple data samples 

• Example: Recognition of cars, trucks and birds and 
each can be red, green or blue 

• Case #1: 1 feature for each case  
(3x3 = 9 features) 

• Case #2: 3 features for identity and 3 for color  
(3+3 = 6 features) 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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Visible layer
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2nd hidden layer
(corners and

contours)

3rd hidden layer
(object parts)

CAR PERSON ANIMAL Output
(object identity)

Figure 1.2: Illustration of a deep learning model. It is difficult for a computer to understand
the meaning of raw sensory input data, such as this image represented as a collection
of pixel values. The function mapping from a set of pixels to an object identity is very
complicated. Learning or evaluating this mapping seems insurmountable if tackled directly.
Deep learning resolves this difficulty by breaking the desired complicated mapping into a
series of nested simple mappings, each described by a different layer of the model. The
input is presented at the visible layer, so named because it contains the variables that
we are able to observe. Then a series of hidden layers extracts increasingly abstract
features from the image. These layers are called “hidden” because their values are not given
in the data; instead the model must determine which concepts are useful for explaining
the relationships in the observed data. The images here are visualizations of the kind
of feature represented by each hidden unit. Given the pixels, the first layer can easily
identify edges, by comparing the brightness of neighboring pixels. Given the first hidden
layer’s description of the edges, the second hidden layer can easily search for corners and
extended contours, which are recognizable as collections of edges. Given the second hidden
layer’s description of the image in terms of corners and contours, the third hidden layer
can detect entire parts of specific objects, by finding specific collections of contours and
corners. Finally, this description of the image in terms of the object parts it contains can
be used to recognize the objects present in the image. Images reproduced with permission
from Zeiler and Fergus (2014).
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Deep Learning
Introduces hierarchical representations (from simple to 
complex, from low-level features to high-level features)

hierarchical 
representation

data
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Deep Learning

• Objective: Build a machine that can learn from 
experience and understand the world as a 
hierarchy of concepts  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